Abstract
Introduction
Software maintenance is defined as the modification of a software product after delivery to correct faults, to improve performance or other attributes, or to adapt the product to a modified environment [17] . As the size and the complexity of software increase, maintenance tasks become more difficult and burdensome. Arthur states that only one-fourth or one-third of all life-cycle costs are attributed to software development [3] . Also, Yip et al. says that some 67% of life-cycle costs are expended in the operation-maintenance phase of the life cycle [31] .
A code clone is defined as a code fragment occurring more than once in identical or similar form into a software system (see section 2.1). The presence of code clones is one factor making software maintenance more difficult [28] . For example, if a code fragment is modified, it has to be determined whether or not modify each of its code clones. Unfortunately, we often overlook some of the code clones that should be modified simultaneously.
One technique that helps reducing the number of code clones is Refactoring. Refactoring is a disciplined technique for restructuring an existing body of code, altering its internal structure without changing its external behavior [14] . By making refactoring efforts on a set of code clones, they can be merged into a method [8, 6, 15] , a component [19] , or an aspect [9] .
Refactoring shall be an activity of perfective maintenance. The ISO Standard on Software Maintenance classifies perfective and adaptive maintenance as enhancements, and it also classifies corrective and preventive maintenance as corrections [18] . Some researchers have reported that enhancements are account for 80% of the total maintenance cost [1, 29] . That lets us know the importance of refactoring efforts on code clones.
But refactoring efforts may not always be a good solution to the code clone problem. An empirical study of Kim et al. revealed two points [23] : first one is that some code clones are short-lived, and merging them wouldn't improve the maintainability; second one is that most of long-living code clones are not suited to be refactored because there is no abstraction function of the programming language. Also, Balazinska et al. reported that differences between code clones tend to hinder merging them [5] , which indicates that it requires countermeasures to modifying all code clones sharing the identical or similar form without overlooking.
In this paper, we describe a simultaneous modification method for code clones: firstly, a maintainer identifies the code fragment that must be modified; secondly, only the code clones between the code fragment and the source files of the system are detected. Detecting only the code clones of the identified code fragment has two advantages: the detection phase is much faster than detecting all the code clones in the system, and the maintainer are not confused by the information on unconcern code clones. We developed a simultaneous modification support tool, Libra, and applied it to open source software systems. The results showed that Libra is a good searching tool as much as grep, which is an useful tool of UNIX.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the definition of code clone, and the description of the code clone detection tool CCFinder. Section 3 and 4 describe our proposed method and its implementation respectively. In Section 5 we present case studies using open source software systems, and discuss the results. Section 6 describes related work, section 7 concludes our study.
Code Clones

Definition
A code clone can be defined as a code fragment occurring more than once (in identical or similar form) into a software system. However, there is no single and generic definition of code clone. So far, several methods for detecting code clones have been proposed [4, 8, 13, 24, 27] , and all of them have different definitions. Following describes primary code clone detection techniques.
Line based : Each line of the source code is compared with other lines.
Token based : After the source code is divided into tokens, same token sequences which are longer than a certain length are detected as code clones.
AST based : After building AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) from the source code, subtrees having the same structure are detected as code clones.
PDG based : After building PDG (Program Dependency Graph) as a result of semantic analysis of the source code, isomorphic subgraphs are detected as code clones.
Metrics based : After measuring several metrics from a certain unit (e.g. function, method, class) In the past we have developed a code clone detection tool, CCFinder. CCFinder adopt token based technique in order to efficiently detect 'copy and paste' code clones. Burd et al. compared CCFinder and other code clone detection tools, and reported that CCFinder can detect much more code clones than the others [10] . Section 5.3 and 6 describe the bias derived from the use of CCFinder
CCFinder
In CCFinder [20] , a clone relation is defined as an equivalence relation (i.e., a reflexive, transitive, and symmetric relation) on code fragments. A code fragment is a part of a source file and can be represented using a 5-tuple, (ID, Line start , Column start , Line end , and Column end ). Given a code fragment f , ID(f ) is the unique numeric ID assigned by CCFinder to the file containing f . Line start (f ) and Line end (f ) are respectively the line numbers of the start and end of the code fragment. Similarly, Column start (f ) and Column end (f ) are respectively the column numbers of the start and end of the code fragment. With this definition, it is possible that some code fragments partially overlap. There is a clone relation between two code fragments if (and only if) the lexical token sequences are identical 1 . For a given clone relation, a pair of code fragments is called clone pair if the clone relation holds between them. An equivalence class of the clone relation is called clone set. That is, a clone set is a the largest possible set of code fragments, so that a clone relation exits between any pair of them. Figure 1 illustrates an example of clone relation. In this figure, there are five code fragments, and a clone relation exists between the code fragments of the same color. Code fragment f 1 has a clone relation with code fragment f 4 , and code fragments f 2 , f 3 , and f 5 have a clone relation with each other. In this example there are four clone pairs, (
and two clone sets,
CCFinder detects code clones from source files, and its output consists in the locations of the clone pairs. The minimum code clone length to be detected is set by the user in advance. The clone detection of CCFinder is a process consisting of the following steps.
Lexical analysis
Each line of the source files is divided into lexical tokens corresponding to a lexical rule of the programming language. The lexical tokens of all source files are concatenated into a single token sequence.
Normalization
The token sequence is transformed, i.e., tokens are added, removed, or changed based on the transformation rules that aim at regularization of identifiers and identification of structures.
Match detection
From all the sub-strings on the transformed token sequence, identified pairs are detected as clone pairs.
Formatting
Each location of the detected clone pairs is converted into the line and column numbers on the original source files.
Proposed Method
Motivation
The presence of code clones makes the maintenance process more complicated. For example, when a bug is found and a code fragment including the bug is modified, it is necessary to determine whether or not each code clone in the same clone set has to be modified. It is likely to overlook some of them. Thus, it is important to have a feature for searching the code clones of a specified code fragment.
We propose a modification support method for code clones. The method supports simultaneous modifications by showing the code clones of the code fragment that the user is going to modify. The proposed method can prevent the user from overlooking some code fragments of the source files in the modification process, and enable him/her to effectively maintain the system.
Approach
In this paper, a simultaneous modification support method is proposed. The method is used after a maintainer identified a code fragment that must be modified. The method detects only the code clones between the identified code fragment and the source files of the system.
To detect only the code clones between the identified code fragment and the source files, we use the following options of CCFinder.
-cg-: do not detect code clones across groups, -cf-: do not detect code clones across files, -cw-: do not detect code clones within a file, A group is a set of source files. The user can freely construct groups before CCFinder's code clone detection. Usually, we build a group from source files which are in the same directory or in the same module. Building groups enables to measure the similarities at directory or module level.
In the proposed method, code clone detection is performed on the following steps.
Group setting :
Assign the identified code fragment to group 1, and the source files to group 2.
2. Option setting : Set options -cf-and -cw-.
CCFinder execution : Run
CCFinder from the identified code fragment and the source files.
Code clone detection on the above steps allows us to get only the code fragments that are identical or similar to the identified code fragment in the source files. If we execute CCFinder without the options, CCFinder detects all code clones included in the source files. Also, the proposed method counts the number of lexical tokens of the identified code fragment, and set it as minimum length of code clones which CCFinder detects. This prevents CCFinder from detecting redundant code clones.
Detecting only the minimum necessary code clones (in other words, only the code clones between the identified code fragment and the source files) has two advantages: the detection speed is much faster than detecting all code clones in the system, and maintainers are not confused by the information of unconcern code clones. 
Implementation
We implemented a tool, named Libra 2 , based on the above-mentioned method. At first, the user inputs the code fragment to be modified and specifies the target source files. Figure 2(a) shows the window where the user inputs the code fragment. Next, Libra executes CCFinder with the options previously described. Figure 2(b) shows the window of the detection result. On the left side, the target files are listed as a directory tree. Each file containing code clones of the input code fragment is shown highlighted in color, with the number of contained code clones next to it. When the user selects a file in this view, the right side displays its source code. 
Evaluation
We have applied Libra to actual modification instances on open source software. We chose Ant [2] (version 1.6.0) and Canna [11] (version 3.6) as our targets. Table 1 illustrates some attributes of the target software. Since Libra is a tool for searching code fragments to be modified simultaneously in the maintenance process, we have evaluated whether Libra could find out such code fragments.
We compared Libra's search results to the search results obtained running grep, which is a command line search tool of UNIX. In this case study, we regarded the locations modified in the post-version as the correct set of code fragments that Libra and grep should identify.
Canna
Canna 3.6 includes 92 .c files and 40 .h files, and the size is 99,747 LOC. We used an actual modification occurred between version 3.6 and version 3.6p1. In version 3.6p1, a buffer overflow check is inserted in 21 places, before each process using buffers. Figure 3 (a) represents a code fragment before being modified, and Figure 3 (b) represents its modified version. The lines beginning with '+' were added in version 3.6p1.
We assumed that a maintainer had identified a code fragment of them, and input it into Libra in Figure 2(a) . We investigated whether Libra could detect the 21 code fragments. Two lines beginning with '#' were the input of Libra, and 17 code fragments were detected as identical or similar to it. All the detected code fragments were the modified code fragments in version 3.6p1, but Libra couldn't detect 4 modified code fragments. The reason why they were not detected is that they did not have the two lines consecutively. As the input of grep, we chose string Request.type which is part of the variable name used in the buffer process. The reason why we didn't use the whole of the variable name is that there are many variables having similar names to Request.type3.context. They were used in different functions, but the functions had similar logics. Request.type is the common character sequence of the variables located at the places modified in version 3.6p1. As result, grep detected 58 Request.types, and 20 modified code fragments were included 3 .
Ant
Ant 1.6.0 includes 627 .java files, and the size is about 180,844 LOC. We used an actual modification between version 1.6.0 and version 1.6.1. This modification was the addition of log instructions in 10 places. Figure 4 (a) represents a code fragment before being modified, and Figure 4 (b) represents its modified version. The lines beginning with '+' were added and the line with '!' was changed.
We assumed that a maintainer had identified the code fragment of Figure 2 (a), and input it into Libra. We investigated whether Libra could detect the 10 code fragments. The five lines beginning with '#' were the input of Libra, and 12 code fragments were detected as identical or similar to it. All 10 modified code fragments were included in them, and the other 2 code fragments were not modified in version 1.6.1. Because this modification is not a bug fix but an addition of logging instructions, we can't judge whether the 2 code fragments should be modified or not. However, pointing out such code fragments may be helpful to the maintainer in some situations.
As the input of grep, we chose the string Execute.isFailure which is part of the if-statement condi- Table 2 illustrates precisions, recalls and execution times of Libra and grep. While the recall values between them are almost the same, the precision values of Libra are better than grep. This means that the results of Libra include less extra information. In other words, maintainers can avoid spending time to check code fragments which don't need to be modified. We also compared the execution time of Libra and grep. The execution time of grep was less than a second in both cases while Libra took 8 and 10 seconds respectively. Libra's execution times were far larger than the execution times of grep, but we believe it is not a problem considering the high precision.
Discussion
As a matter of course, it is possible to use other code clone detection techniques [4, 8, 13, 24, 27] for simultaneous modification. However we believe that CCFinder is better than other techniques/tools because of two reasons: first one is that CCFinder can handle multiple programming languages that are widely used; second one is that CCFinder can detect much more code clones than others from the same code base, which was empirically proved by Burd et al. [10] . In the context of simultaneous modification, it is very important to detect code fragments to be modified without overlooking.
The rest of this section describes the case that we detected all code clones in the source code. In that case, we used Gemini, which is an software tool for investigating code clones in a software system [16] . When using Gemini, we have to specify the minimum token length of code clones to be detected because we don't specify the target code fragment. In contrast, in the proposed method the appropriate threshold is automatically specified from the size of the input code fragment. It is difficult to manually specify the appropriate threshold. If we specified a too big value, CCFinder wouldn't detect code clones that we concern. If we specified a too small value, enormous number of code clones would be detected and we would be confused by the unconcern code clone information.
We specified 20 tokens as the threshold. Table 3 represents the detection results. An enormous number of code clones were detected, but most of them were not required to the modifications; in the case of Canna, we wanted the location information of only 21 code clones; in the case of Ant, we wanted 10 code clones.
The detection time is much slower than the proposed method. This is due to CCFinder detection process: CCFinder outputs code clones after sorting the detected clone pairs and generating clone sets. A large amount of unconcern code clones slowed the detection process.
From the comparison results with Gemini usage, we can say that the proposed method can quickly detect only the code clones that we need.
Related Work
Kim et al. performed experiments on the repositories of open source software systems to investigate how code clones appear and disappear [23] . The experimental results revealed the following points, which, in past, motivated us to propose a simultaneous modification support method.
• Some code clones are short-lived. Merging them wouldn't improve the maintainability.
• Most of long-living code clones are not suited to be refactored because there is no abstraction function of the programming language.
Kapser et al. also suggested that code clones are not always harmful from their experiences [21] . They reported several situations where code duplication is a reasonable or even beneficial way to handle large-scale complex software systems: for example, when developing a new driver for a certain hardware family, there may be already drivers to handle some other hardware families; however, there are often considerable differences in the functionalities or features between the families, so that it is very risky and unrealistic to merge code clones in the drivers of them. Nevertheless, if a bug was found in the driver of a certain hardware family, it would be very likely that there are the same bugs in the drivers of the hardware families having similar features to the family. We would have to find and correct each bugs in the drivers without overlooking. In cases like this, simultaneous modification can be a great support of software maintenance.
Balazinska et al. reported what kinds of differences between code fragments tend to hinder applying reengineering actions to them [5] . The result was quite natural, that strictly identical or superficially different code clones are easier to reengineer than code clones including other kinds of differences. In other words, code clones including some gaps are difficult to be refactored. However, CCFinder can detect only identical or renamed code clones 5 , that is, it cannot detect gapped code clones. It may be more effective to use another clone detection technique that can detect gapped code clones in the context of simultaneous modification. Some of those techniques/tools are metrics-based detection [27] and CP-Miner [25] .
Toomim et al. has proposed a synchronous modification method on code clones included in the same clone set [30] . In their method, there is a database of code clone information in the backend of the editor program. And when a code fragment included in a clone set is modified, other code fragments in the clone set are also simultaneously modified. Duala-Ekoko at al. also has proposed a simultaneous editing method [12] . The method identifies corresponding lines in code fragments being similar to each other based on the Levenshtein distance 6 after the code fragments are detected. A implementation of the method has been fully integrated in Eclipse. At the present, the method can handle only clone pairs, in other words, cannot handle clone sets consisting of there or more code fragments. Since the both methods have a critical drawback, they cannot be used in real software development or maintenance. The drawback is that they don't consider the differences between code fragments to be edited simultaneously despite there are often small differences between the code fragments. Their methods works well on only identical code clones, which don't include different identifiers, or reordered parameters.
Mann suggested that it should be effective to track 'copy and paste' actions [26] . That enables us to know where arbitrary code fragment were derived from, and to modify all of the code fragments derived from the same source simultaneously. 'Copy and paste' is one reason why there are code clones in the source code; for example, Kim et al. reported that developers do block or method level coy-and-paste actions approximately four times per hour [22] ; also, Balint et al. reported that there often happens inconsistencies between 'copy and pasted' code [7] . Tracking 'copy and paste' should be able to identify many code clones. The advantage of this method is that we can identify any kinds of code clones as long as they are generated by 'copy and paste'. Each code clone detection technique depends on its detection algorithm, in other words, it cannot detect all kinds of code clones. Tracking 'copy and paste' should be a good support for simultaneous 5 Renamed code clones are the ones including different userdefined names in variable name or method name. 6 Levenshtein distance is a method for comparing string Sa and S b based on the number of insertion, deletions, and substitutions required to transform Sa to S b . modification.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a simultaneous modification support method for code clones. The proposed method detects only the code clones between the code fragment to be modified and the source files. In the process of source code modification (ex. debugging, adding new functions), this method is deemed to be effective.
We have also implemented a software tool, Libra based on the proposed method and applied it to open source software systems. The application results showed that the precisions of Libra is better than the precision of grep, but the detection with Libra is slower than with grep.
